VERSATORIUM

Trespassing Translating
A WORKSHOP
SATURDAY 9:00-10:30am / 10:45-12:15 - ROOM 120

ReBILDING

according to the HAUSBAU diction try #414-448/8692-28704
you can do it - we can help: the workshop is going to a partway partition-translation ich
transports bricks, construction plans, and po'ems the N M C in a per or
motive way the shop various materials used to test how to BILD a
am hackle house. Neuberg, who ironilly train late one mount, is place of
TR INING the for local train track out of vice t day, he of k. k. rain
stat on place off timables. is t is lack ut l ty nd in structur that
makes in this space so tion then has th om to un off in any
direction, all these trains don't ave to arrive anyw, y don't eve ve to get
go ng, there's no rout, noointments -- punctuality, however, is imperative:

VERSATORIUM, a Vienna based association for poems and translating, brings together people from different disciplines including Comparative Literature, German and English Studies, Art History, Fine Arts and Music.

Members of the VERSATORIUM present: Helmut Ege, Franziska Füchsl, Daniel Lange, Gregor Pirgje, Felix Reinstadler, Miriam Rainer, Alexander Wöran.